Cane - Response to Stimulus

1. Sugar cane being hand harvested by cane cutters
Image courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

2. A10 Class steam hauled sugar cane train and workmen, Fairy Mead, Bundaberg
Image Courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

3. C.S.R. Sugar Mill, Childers, Loaded sugar bins in mill yard, mill in background
Image courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

4. 6D8 ½ Class Locomotive No 5, Fowler, Two foot gauge, at Innisfail Sugar Mill
Image courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

5. Diesel Sugar Mill locomotive, loading bulk sugar bins at hopper at the sugar mill
Image courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

6. 1450 Class locomotive No 1450, sugar train, Mackay area
Image courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

Response to Stimulus Activities
Examine the photographs and complete the activities below.
1. Cane farming grew as an industry in Queensland due to the contributions of people
from diverse settings and backgrounds. Examine Photograph 1. What nationalities do
you think these workers are? How can you tell?
2. Consider the size of the cane stacked on the wagons in Photograph 2. How did they
get the cane on the wagons? How do you think they will unload the wagons?
3. When do you think Photograph 3 was taken? What evidence in the photos tells you
this?
4. Compare Photographs 4 and 5. How are diesel and steam engines different? How are
they similar? Do these images tell you anything about their respective capabilities?
5. Photograph 6 shows a sugar train transporting refined sugar to port. The previous
photographs show how aspects of the sugar industry have changed over time. How do
you think we will be transporting sugar 100 years from now? What changes would you
make to the current system and why?

Cane – Cloze Exercise
Fill in the spaces using information gained from the sugarcane face sheet.
Sugarcane was introduced into Australia with in _________. The first raw sugar mill was
established near ___________. The industry now takes up _________ kilometres of
Queensland and the northern New South Wales coastline.
Originally, sugarcane was grown on _________ ____________. These plantations were
staffed by cheap ’contract’ labour that were brought in from the _____ ___________
(_________) and Solomon Islands. Over _________ South Sea Islanders were brought
into Queensland between 1863 and 1904.
__________ and mechanical loaders were developed in the 1950s which altered the way
crops were harvested. The sugar industry was forced to adjust to these new labour-saving
techniques, including the reduced employment opportunities that resulted. The 1960s also
saw the introduction of_________ ____________ which were used to replace the
________ _______________ that had previously shifted the cane to the mills for
processing.
Queensland Railways have been participating for over _____ years in the great industrial
activity of the sugar cane harvest and crushing season, which usually extends from
________ ___ ______________ each year.
Today, Queensland’s cane railways—tram lines—annually transport in excess of
___________ tonnes of cut sugar cane over _______ plus kilometres of primarily 2 foot
(610 mm) gauge privately owned track. The nature of cut cane means that the cane must
transported to the mill within ____ hours to obtain the best quality sugar. Rail provides the
most __________ means to do this.
For many years, the tram lines were lightly built and poorly maintained with temporary
track laid right into the fields. The locomotives were painted in bright colours for ________
___________and had individual mill colour schemes that showed which ________ they
belonged to.
Locomotives originally hauled the cane to the mill on ______ ______. The hand cut cane
were made of ______ stalks, these stalks were attached to the wagons using a single
length of chain. The change to machine cut cane meant that the smaller chunks of cane
needed to be carted in open cane train bins.

Cane – Group Role Play
Role Play a conversation over the dinner table discussing the impact that moving to
machine harvesting and transporting the cane by diesel will have on your small family
business.
Stimulus for conversation
•
•
•
•
•

financial effects on your business
friendships with workers
cost of new equipment
maintaining sugar content of your cane so you get paid well by the mills
A Day in the Life of a Sugarcane Grower

I’m one of Queensland’s 6500 sugarcane growers. Most days I get up about 5.30am, have breakfast and, if
I’ve got time, listen to the ABC’s rural round-up. I’m particularly interested in the sugar prices.
Depending on the time of year, I might spend the rest of the day either planting, ploughing, spraying weeds,
fertilising or harvesting sugarcane.
If I’m planting I will go to the tractor shed and attach the tractor to a cane planter and head out to the
paddock. My son and his mate usually help me by feeding the whole stalks of cane into the planter to be
chopped into small pieces and dropped in the row.
I’ll often fertilise at the same time I plant. This means hooking up a bag filled with fertiliser to the farm crane
and filling the planter’s fertiliser box.
I only apply as much fertiliser as I need to grow a good crop. This saves me money and is good for the
environment and the soil.
Some days I spend time planting trees on a stream bank at the edge of the farm to keep the stream banks
intact and stop erosion.
If I’m harvesting, I’ll work around the clock to get the cane cut so it can be sent to the mill. This is important
because the cane will quickly lose its sugar content and I won’t get paid as much by the mill.
At the end of the day I sometimes work on any weed problems around the farm. I might plough the weeds in
or spray them.
I also have to find time to do repairs around the farm or fix up farm machinery.
As a cane farmer I’m usually very busy but it’s a good life.

Each person should take on the role of a member of the family. Create a character for
yourself and try to imagine what you would have felt and thought if this were really
happening to you. Some suggestions for characters include; Mum, Dad, 10 year old son,
21 year old son, 16 year old daughter.
Once you have developed the basics of a conversation – write a script of that
conversation and perform it in front of the class. Discuss each group’s performances
at the end. Did you all identify the same issues? What other things did you talk about?
Why were these important points of interest?

Cattle
Known as the Cattle State, Queensland is Australia’s largest producer of beef cattle.
Queensland is dependent on the fast and efficient transport of livestock over vast
distances. Queensland Rail has provided specialised transport of a high standard for the
movement of large numbers of cattle and livestock over many years.
The railways are often called upon to transport huge numbers of livestock, often at short
notice when drought or flood could necessitate the quick movement to new pastures.
To enable this to take place, large numbers of wagons are available. The cattle wagons
are now built using steel underframes and fitted with a bogie that allows cattle wagons to
travel at the same speed as passenger wagons.
The largest movement of cattle takes place annually from the grazing lands of Western
and Northwestern Queensland to the coastal meatworks during the May to October period.
Many cattle are also transported by road from the Northern Territory then onto trains in
Queensland. Cattle are also transported to coastal ports and exported live to a number of
overseas nations.
With the completion of dieselisation in Queensland, all livestock trains are able to travel at
much faster speeds and they make fewer stops than wagons hauled by steam trains. This
has meant a decrease in cattle losses during transport and a decrease in bruising and
injuries to cattle. Experts associated with the industry say that livestock travel better and
arrive in superior condition when transported by rail.
During the 1990s, rail transportation of cattle declined as travel by road became cheaper
and quicker. However, as petrol prices continued to grow towards the end on the 1990s
farmers began to investigate the use of rail. Today, farmers and QR are working together
to find the most cost effective and beneficial ways to transport cattle.
Today, QRNational, a section of Queensland Rail is responsible for the transport of
livestock along with other types of freight. They offer a scheduled service that allows
customers to plan and ensures that cattle arrive at their destinations on time and in the
best possible condition.

Cattle Response to Stimulus

1. 1260 class Diesel locomotive No 1261 and cattle wagons at Marmour
Image courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

2. 1502 class Locomotive No 1505 and cattle wagons on a siding at Bajool cattle yards
Image courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

3. Minister Hooper and VIP, handover new cattle wagon at Scotts, Ipswich
Image courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

Response to Stimulus Activities
Examine the photographs and complete the activities below.
1. Both Photographs 1 and 2 show cattle being transported by different types of diesel
engines. Photograph 3 shows a close up of a cattle wagon. Use these three images as
stimulus to design your own cattle wagon. Remember, the farmers need to transport
livestock quickly and gently so comfort and ease of loading and unloading are elements
you should consider during the designing process. Discuss you ideas with other students
in order to develop and refine your final design.

Cattle – Three Level Guide
Read the introduction to cattle and complete the activity below.
Level 1 Literal Statements
Does the text say this? What words support your answer?
1. Railways transport large numbers of stock.
2. Drought and floods mean that cattle sometimes need to be moved quickly.
3. The busiest time of the year for cattle transportation is from October to January.

Level 2 Interpretive Statements
Does the text say this? What words support your answer?
4. The 1990s were when rail was used extensively to transport cattle.
5. Cattle wagons are stronger and more reliable now than they were in the past.
6. Steam trains were not as effective in transporting cattle.
7. Speed is important in the delivery of cattle to coastal meatworks and ports.

Level 3 Applied Statements
Do you agree with this? Why? Be prepared to share your reasons.
8. Trains are a vital element of the Queensland Cattle Industry.
9. Agricultural industries are negatively impacted on by transport systems.
10. The success of the Queensland cattle industry is dependent on the condition that cattle
are in when they leave the farm.
11. All cattle should be transported by rail.

Cattle – Diary Entry
Cattle farming is a harsh industry. So much of its success is dependent on the climate
conditions both in Australia and overseas. A decrease in the price of beef can mean
financial disaster for a family. However, there is success to be had if farmers are able to
predict market trends and develop good infrastructures on their own farms.
Your job is to write two diary entries. The first from the perspective of a father or mother
running a cattle farm during a prosperous time, and the second from the perspective of a
son or daughter who has taken over running the farm during poor farming conditions.
Outline a day in the life of each of these people in the form of a diary entry. Think about
the day-to-day running of the farm as well as other personal issues that you might be
facing if you were in a similar situation.
Each diary entry should be 350 words in length and when viewed together, the diary
entries should clearly illustrate the differences between running a farm during times of
prosperity and running a farm during times of poverty. Use first-hand accounts and other
research to guide you in the writing of the diary entries.

Coal
Queensland has a long history of coal production. Since the 1800s, Queensland has been
mining coal for it own needs and the industry has continued to grow as export demands
have increased. The development of transportation for coal has helped the industry to
continue its growth.
Queensland’s largest and heaviest trains are employed to haul export coal in Central
Queensland. The huge trains that are used today to haul coal are very different to the
original steam trains.
In the 1970s and 80s, the majority of trains were hauled by three powerful diesel electric
locomotives in multiple operation (under the control of one crew). The trains were more
than a kilometre in length and the trailing load was up to 5000 tons in weight. Steam
hauled trains carried only about 400 tons.
Powerful locomotives and specially designed wagons were used for most of these
haulages. The steel and aluminium wagons used on the trains are loaded mechanically
from overhead chutes at the mines. The wagons can be unloaded by bottom dump doors
into underground storage. In the 70s and 80s, the tippler method was also used for
unloading at specific locations. The coal was then taken by conveyor belts for loading onto
ships.
Today, the transport of coal has increased as the export industry has grown. In 2004/5
QRNational transported almost 157 million tonnes of coal, 146 tonnes for export and 11
million tonnes for domestic use. This was up 8.5% from 144 million tonnes railed in
2003/4.
In Queensland, QRNational operates over 470 services per week from over 32 coalmines.
It transports coal to six export coal terminals and domestically to electricity generation and
minerals processing industries. These services are operated on interconnected coal
network of over 2,000km of track, 75% of which is electrified.
Today, the QRNational current fleet consists of over 260 locomotives and 5700 wagons.

Coal - Response to Stimulus

1. Hay Point tippler, Mackay, coal wagon being emptied
Image courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

2. VO class wagon No 32913, coal wagon
Image courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

3. 1300 class locomotive No 1319, 1270 class locomotive No 1284, coal train loading at Gregory Mine
Image courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

4. 1502 Class locomotive No 1511 Sunlander, triple coal train and sugar train, Oonooie
Image courtesy of QR – The Workshops Rail Museum

Response to Stimulus Activities
Examine the photographs and complete the activities below.
1. Photograph 1 shows a tippler. From the photograph, describe how you think a tippler
might work and what you think it is used for.
2. Photograph 2 shows a coal wagon. What are some of the characteristics of the coal
wagon? How are they different to cane and cattle wagons?
3. Photograph 3 shows a coal wagon being loaded. How is this process similar and
different to the process shown in sugarcane Photograph 5? What do these similarities
and differences tell us about each of the industries?
4. “Photograph 4 is iconic of QR and the industries that it is involved in.” Do you agree or
disagree with this statement? Justify your answer in a paragraph.

Coal – Web Quest
Use the internet to investigate coal industries in other Australian states. Examine the
impact that rail has had on the industries. Use the information about Queensland and the
other states to create a Venn Diagram that compares and contrasts the different states.
Your Venn Diagram should look similar to the one below.

Northern
Territory
Western
Australia

Queensland

Similarities

A.C.T

South Australia

New South
Wales

Tasmania

Victoria

Coal – Letters
Today, people who work in the coal industry often spend long periods absent from their
families. Many work a special kind of roster or a timetable that means they live in special
accommodation near the mines for weeks or months at a time before getting a long
weekend or break. For example, a miner might work for a month and then have a month of
holidays. In the past, this was less common. People who worked in the mines often had
their families living with them in the nearest town. New transport and travel has allowed
people to live on the coast and travel inland to work. Some mines even supply buses and
planes for their workers to travel in.
Imagine you are a worker in the coalmines of Central Queensland today. You have been
away at work for over a month and will be heading back to your home on the coast in a
couple of weeks.
Write a letter or email a friend or relative telling them about your experiences and
the things you are looking forward to when you return home. The letter should also
contain a reflection about how things would have been different if you were working in the
mine in the 1970s.
The letter should follow a standard letter format and should be at least 400 words in
length.

Assessment Tasks
Unit: Sugarcane, Cattle and Coal – Rail Transportation and Industry
Type: Journal

Length: 600 words

Due Date:

Time: 3 weeks

Student Name:
Teacher:

TASK:
Create a Journal
Your job is to take on the role of either a sugarcane farmer, cattle farmer or a coal miner.
Write a journal recording your thoughts, feelings and actions over the course of a month.
You can choose any time period to set your journal in; however, you must ensure that any
comments you make are relevant to your selected time period.
Your journal should give readers an insight into your job, life and profession at the time
that it was written. You should also include comments and thoughts on how aspects of rail
have impacted on you and your job.
CRITERIA

Unit: Sugarcane, Cattle and Coal
Type: Dramatic Play
Due Date:

Length: 3 minutes per person
Time: 3 weeks

Student Name:
Teacher:

TASK:
Participate in the writing and performing of a dramatic play.
In groups of minimum three students and maximum five students write and perform a
dramatic play.
Your play should be set in the future and depict what life will be like for sugarcane farmers,
cattle farmers or coal miners. Your play should explore both how and why things have
changed and examine the impacts that different people had on creating this future
scenario. The play should also explore the whether these changes have been positive or
negative and the impact the changed industry has had on life in Queensland.
Each student must have a minimum of three minutes speaking time each and the play
should be performed with costumes and a minimal use of prompts.
CRITERIA

